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Lot 156
DAWIT ABEBE
Addis Ababa/Ethiopia 1978

X-PRIVACY 1
2004

Mixed media on paper. 140 x 100 cm. Framed under glass. Signed and dated 'Dawit ABEBE
2004'.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery, London.

Estimate € 5,000 - 7,000

Provenance
Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery, Wandsworth; private collection, Europe

X-Privacy Series: The work of Ethiopian artist Dawit Abebe examines belief systems, the search
for knowledge, privacy, alienation, and materiality. Above all, he is interested in the impact of
technology on human behaviour, as well as the impact of these technologies on the environment.
In a sense, Abebe's practice probes the realm of our shared cultural and belief systems, with
technology taking on the role of an 'other' culture. “My interest in this subject has been a gradual
process of examination of people's lives over the last ten years,” he explains. Abebe began to
notice how social interaction has begun to move out of the public sphere and into the
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technological one, through computers and mobile phones, and it is this that he explores here
with a series of paintings. “I've seen the decrease of the 'face to face' social aspect,” he says.
“How do these technologies affect our social life? What happens when we meet less frequently
with 'real' people, and more often online?” Abebe also examines the impact of technology on
societies, and how their introduction causes them to evolve differently. “In rural places, such as
Ethiopia, Madagascar, or Kenya, people use technology as a sign of wealth, such as owning a
television. They adapt fast to new technologies, and their behaviour changes fast too.”
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Lot 159
DAWIT ABEBE
Addis Ababa/Ethiopia 1978

IN BETWEEN I
2003

Acrylic on canvas. 180 x 140 cm. Signed and dated 'Dawit ABEBE 2003'.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery, London.

Estimate € 9,000 - 12,000

Provenance
Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery, London; Private collection, Europe

The bodies of works that Abebe makes in different series are mostly reactions to the issues that
his conscious and artistic intellect apprehends. Consequently, his works would best be
understood if gazed from the individuality of their contexts. The “In Between” series, for
example, originated from perceptible situations or states where a given circumstance couldn't
manifest a position.
There are uncertain conditions where outcomes couldn't be predicted. In such cases, it's often
uneasy to tell what is emerging out of the apparent uncertainty even if one can witness the
departure of the previously existing orderliness. The present being a state of intersection rather
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than having its own presence becomes its peculiar characteristic. The ambiguity, the polarity and
even the attempt to converge the divergences would instead become a holding position: an
evident state of In Between. In enacting further strides through considering preceding backdrops;
one is usually engrossed in weighing up the state of affairs. It is the thorough realization of the
numerous associations of the stated contexts that gave rise to the In Between series. In rendering
the mentioned attributes of the notion; Abebe employs the appropriate visual elements that are
usually evident in his stylized way of painting. This includes sharp contrasts in color and form;
contorted anatomies and imaginary body movements; as well as enormity of details which are
harmonious.
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Lot 150R
ABOUDIA
Bingerville/Ivory Coast 1983

UNTITLED
2011

Mixed media on canvas. 80 x 120 cm. Dated '21/03/2011' and inscribed 'II' verso on canvas.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Jack Bell Gallery, London.

Estimate € 6,000 - 8,000

Provenance
Jack Bell Gallery, London (with label verso); private collection, Europe

The riots that followed the disputed Ivorian presidential election in late 2010 greatly influenced
Aboudia's painting. As the violence escalated, daily life in Ivory Coast, and particularly the capital
Abidjan, was thrown into turmoil. In March 2011 the conflict reached a crisis point and the
country broke down into civil war. During this period the artist took refuge in a basement studio
and began a body of work responding to the horrors of the country's devastating political
situation.
Aboudia is noted for his large-scale, heavily layered, brutally energetic paintings that combine an
innocence and spontaneity with the portrayal of a dark interior world. Since 2011, his urban
landscapes have been haunted by trauma; armed soldiers, ominous skulls and a populace
hemmed in by violence and danger. This new series continues to grapple with the hardships of
life on the streets and the social inequalities of downtown Abidjan. Often claustrophobic and
oppressive, Aboudia's work achieves a careful balance between pathos and aggression. While the
vitality of his style recalls Basquiat, the darker undercurrents and themes describe a battlefield
straight out of Goya.
Aboudia is also a master of multi-layered imagery as he mixes with great energy characters from
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his direct neighbourhood and fragments of found comic strips, advertising and the media.
Enigmatic details come in and out of focus often only revealing themselves after several viewings.
Aboudia's expression of revolt and explosive, incendiary life in his everyday urban environment
brings to mind artists from the great American tradition, Twombly perhaps in his casual-looking
execution, and Dubuffet. Aboudia's unrestrained use of violent figuration is a welcome reminder
of the power of paint to suggest the vitality and chaos of life.
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Lot 155R
LEONCE RAPHAEL AGBODJELOU
Porto-Novo/Benin 1965

BORDERLANDS
2012

Chromogenic print. 100 x 150 cm.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Jack Bell Gallery, London.

Estimate € 5,000 - 7,000

Provenance
Jack Bell Gallery, London (with label verso); private collection, Europe

Leonce Raphael Agbodjelou's ongoing portraiture project, 'Citizens of Porto-Novo,' captures the
people of Benin's capital. Using a medium format camera whilst shooting on location with
natural light, Agbodjelou interprets the experience of a generation caught between tradition and
progress. Entitled 'Code Noir', this new series delves deeper into Benin's turbulent slave trade
history. Code Noir was a French colonial decree and guide to managing slaves. The decree
suggested punishments for crimes such as attempted escape, advocated extreme discipline over
slaves and legitimized corporal punishment. Agbodjelou's hometown of Porto-Novo was
originally developed as a Portuguese port for exporting slaves, a very important part of Benin's
history during which over 12 million slaves left the country's shores. Today it feels like a city of
the past, the colonial buildings loaded with faded grandeur and dilapidated interiors. Many of the
slaves who returned to Africa, particularly from Brazil, settled in Porto-Novo following their
emancipation. The returned slaves were regarded as smart, tough and resourceful as they had
survived such hardship. Many went on to become successful business people, and are still talked
of today. Agbodjelou takes this local community of descendants of slaves as a focus for his
portraits, telling a visual narrative of Africa and its colonization. The subjects in these images are
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shot inside their family homes. The framing is intimate as they present us with old black and
white photographs of their ancestors, both historical and deeply personal. Agbodjelou's carefully
selected locations around Porto-Novo form snapshots from a forgotten past; a basketball court
lies dormant over the site of a former child slave market, an overgrown marshland and fishing
village once a bustling slave export dock, the ruins of an old slave merchant's home, empty
passageways that marked the road of no return and the brutal memorial reliefs in the town centre.
Leonce's new work is an insider's glimpse of Porto-Novo, a sensitive and insightful treatment of
its citizens and complex history.
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Lot 154R
GONÇALO MABUNDA
Maputo/Mozambique 1975

UNTITLED
2003/2005

2 sculptures: each metal and weapon fragments. 132 x 26 x 17 cm and 128 x 28 x 34 cm.

Estimate € 2,000 - 3,000

Provenance
Private collection, Europe

Exhibitions
Rom 2005 (Galleria La Nuvola), Gonçalo Mabunda Dare Voce

Mabunda presents figures created from decommissioned recovered weaponry and military
equipment - leftovers from the country's 16-year-long civil war. The works serve a practical
purpose: to remove weapons from circulation and render them inoperable. “The work - says
Mabunda - is trying to represent each [person] who died with this same material.” [...] “If we
destroy the weapons, the same weapon's not going to kill any more”. (Tim Hume, “Artist creates
objects of beauty from instruments of death”, CNN Africa, 22 March 2012)
The sculptures hold an intrinsic contrast: on one hand they are whimsical and full of joy, on the
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other hand they evoke a sense of ferocity and sadness. This very dissonance explains Mabunda's
language: remembering the victims of this tragedy with a hopeful and almost naive touch, which
delivers to its audience a very strong message of life and peace.
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Lot 158
EVANS MBUGUA
Nairobi/Kenya 1979

GESTURE
2018

Mixed media on plexiglas. 100 x 70 cm. Framed under glass. Signed and dated 'Evans 2018`.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Artco Gallery, Aachen.

Estimate € 5,000 - 7,000

Provenance
Artco Gallery, Aachen; private collection, Europe

In these works, I paint the body expressing itself through dance. To me, dancing is mainly how
the body has always expressed itself. Expressions of joy, peace, excitement, tension, style,
balance, rhythm, flow… Dancing as a universal language. This body of works involves two
contemporary choreographers of whom I've been separately observing since roughly two years. I
say ”separately” because they had never met before I created these works. I got interested on
keenly looking at their respective movements as a form of expression during their rehearsals and
performances. Unknown to each other, I wanted to create some sort of conversation between
their different fields of contemporary dancing through my work. I built this series of works like
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one contemporary dance performance. I find that through the art-pieces, from one body
expression to another, a dialogue is created. For Art Paris Art Fair 2018, the two choreographers
(Wanjiru and Smaïl) shall finally meet to re-enact the art pieces through an in-situ live
performance. This shall be the second phase of my “body-language” project (work-in-progress)
where I'm experimenting on creating links between visual arts and contemporary dance, creating
a bridge between two worlds. - Evans Mbugua, February 2018
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Lot 151R
AIMÉ MPANE
Kinshasa/Congo 1968

KINOCT VI, X, XV
2011

3 works: oil and pigments on hand carved wood. Each 30 x 31 cm. Signed, dated and titled
''Aimé Mpane "Kinoct 2011" VI'. 'X' and XV' resp. on wood verso.

Estimate € 6,000 - 8,000

Provenance
Nomad Gallery, Brüssel; private collection, Europe

Exhibitions
Bruxelles 2011 (Nomad Gallery), Aime Mpane, Kinoct

Literature
Daniel Milroy Maher, Aimé Mpane's paintings confront the legacy of colonialism in Congo, in:
It's Nice That, 27. February (https://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/aime-mpane-art-270219,
27.2.2019);
Basler Zeitung, Aimé Mpane, Spass an der Kunst, Basel 21.6.2014;
Nomad Gallery, Aimé Mpane, Arts 10+2, exhib.cat., Bruxelles 2012, unpag, with col. illus.
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The Democratic Republic of the Congo and its relationship to Belgium provides multidisciplinary
artist Aimé Mpane with a fountain of inspiration - not only in the strength and beauty he sees in
the faces of his fellow peoples, but even in both countries' dark and complex histories. Although
born in Kinhasa and residing in Brussels, Mpane would not consider himself a resident of either.
Mpane's artwork navigates through his personal and artistic experiences in Congo and Belgium's
post-colonial worlds and the relationship they now have, bravely exploring difficult and
convoluted themes of identity and place in the aftermath of a painful history that continues to
shape both countries today. The strength of Mpane's work perhaps lies in his ability to use
various media - painting, sculpture, installation and video - to both engage with his countries'
difficult past and illustrate his positive outlook for future generations, providing his audience with
an enriching view of identity and self in the contemporary world.
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Lot 153R
RICHARD MUDARIKI
Zimbabwe 1985

THE NEW CHURCH
2014

Oil on canvas. 89 x 220 cm (three pieces). Signed and dated 'Mudariki 14'. Each signed and dated
'Richard Mudariki © 2014', consecutively inscribed 'A' - 'C' and with information on material
verso on canvas.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Artco Gallery, Herzogenrath.

Estimate € 10,000 - 15,000

Provenance
Artco Gallery, Herzogenrath; Private collection, Europe

Literature
5 Trends at 1:54 Contemporary African Art Fair, in: artsy.net (online), May 2015
(https://www.artsy.net/article/the-art-genome-project-5-trends-at-1-54-contemporary-african-
art-fair-2015)

This piece is inspired by the 1982 song, New Church, by pop group Lords of the New Church.
The New Church is a movement whose views, doctrine and morals stand in sharp contrast to the
normal conventions of the old Church. It is all inclusive; politicians, merchants, thieves, actors
and the immoral are all part of the New Church.

When the heroes have all died away.
Priests and politicians have all lied away now.
Actors after all were only acting.
Church killed knowledge.
Took the world a slave.
Ya gotta walk have all lied away now.
Wear the uniform of your gang.
Purpose in life's just for living.
Dream merchants fantasy surreal so real.
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Divide and conquer - that's their game.
Beneath their haircut and clothes we're really all the same.
They threaten our lives with nuclear war.
Gonna cruficy us just once more.
Join the new church.
Be a lord of the new church hey.
Truth can't be found on the television.
Throwaway youth ya gotta take a stand.
Music is your only weapon.
Spanners in the works go start your gang...
chorus: New church.
Join the New Church.
Be a Lord Of The New Church.
Lords Of The New Church - now.
(text by Richard Mudariki)
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Lot 152R
BORIS NZEBO
Port-Gentil/Gabon 1979

OLIVE L'INFIRMIERE
2014

Acrylic and posca on canvas. 100 x 100 cm. Signed and dated 'Boris Nzebo 14'. Signed, dated and
titled '"OLIVE L'INFIRMIÈRE 2014 Boris Nzebo"' and with information on material, work and
dimensions verso on canvas.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Jack Bell Gallery, London.

Estimate € 4,000 - 6,000

Provenance
Jack Bell Gallery, London (with label verso); private collection, Europe

Nzebo makes paintings that draw on the surroundings of his home town Douala, Cameroon's
largest city. He uses a strong colour palette that evokes the murals and graffiti of street culture
found throughout Douala's suburbs. While at times kitsch, his works are instantly recognizable -
simultaneously personal and universal - and speak a language familiar to Douala's inhabitants.
Nzebo's stylized execution owes a lot to painted haircut signs found outside Cameroon's barber
shops. Appropriating the language of advertising he creates portraits taken from detailed studies
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of traditional African hairstyles, often elaborate, and combines them with informal snapshots of
local neighbourhoods, urban architecture and scenes from daily life.
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Lot 157
KASSOU SEYDOU
Ziguinchor/Senegal 1971

THE EAGLE MAN
2017

Acrylic on canvas. 187 x 128 cm. Signed, dated and titled 'Kassou Seydou Dez 2017 the eagle
man' and with artist's address.

Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Galerie Cecile Fakhoury, Abidjan.

Estimate € 5,000 - 7,000

Provenance
Galerie Cecile Fakhoury, Abidjan; private collection, Europe
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